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Abstract:In recent years, wireless mesh networks have become more popular than ever. They are now called
as last mile internet connectivity. WMN has the advantage of robust fault tolerance. Even if some of the mesh
nodes are incapable, there exist many other alternative nodes to serve relay. In addition, multi-hop of WMN
can not only spread coverage but also save both cabling cost and human resource. A common problem in
WMN is the performance degradation with multiple hops. This is due to the interference of the neighbors and
varying traffic load. This is a critical issue in WMN. It has always been a challenging task for the researchers
to minimize interference in multi hop Wireless Mesh Networks. In this work we have addressed a critical issue
of performance degradation in WMN due to interference and varying load. For this we have proposed a load
balancing interference aware routing protocol (LBIARP). This protocol is evaluated by simulating it in OPNET
Modeler 17.1 PL1. Simulation results show that LBIARP achieves significantquality performanceover AODV
WCETT and AODV HOP-COUNT based IEEE 802.11 mesh networks
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INTRODUCTION problems can be addressed with the help of WMNs and

Wireless Mesh Networks: IEEE 802.11 Multi Hop In a wireless mesh network, the capacity is reduced
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [1] is a promising by interference from simultaneous wireless transmissions.
technology, which provides wireless broadband Two types of interference affect the throughput of multi-
connectivity to the Internet. WMNs are self-forming, self- hop wireless networks: intra-flow interference, which is
healing and self-organizing. Their easy configuration and induced between adjacent nodes on the same routing
deployment make them an economical, reliable and simple path and interflow interference, which is caused by nodes
solution that can be implemented anywhere at any time. from neighboring paths.To provide backbone support to
The end users can use WMN to access the internet by the IEEE 802.11 mesh based, it is necessary to reduce
connecting to any of the routers. WMNs have emerged as interference in WMNs which is a critical issue.
a fundamental technology for the next generation of
Wireless Networking. They are formed by mesh routers Interference: Interference is a critical factor which
and mesh clients as shown in Figure 1. WMN are being hampers communication between nodes at the desired
investigated at this moment to support video-related bandwidth.  In  802.11  wireless  networks, interference
applications such as video streaming, multimedia can be classified into two types. They are contention
messaging, teleconference, voice over IP and video interference and radio interference namely. Radio
telemedicine due to its superior characteristics compared interference is an interference affecting the radio
with other wireless standard, including mobility,  high spectrum.Radio interference is also called physical
data rate and low cost infrastructure. With such interference. Physical interference can be classified into
infrastructure in place, a number of critical medical destructive  interference   and  constructive  interference.

the stability of the infrastructure backbone can be done.
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Fig. 1: Wireless Mesh Architecture [2]

(a) Destructive interference (b) Constructive Interference
Fig. 2: Destructive and Constructive Interference [3]

In the Fig.2a destructive interference  is  shown.  In  the states that a station has to wait till the time it finds a
Fig. 2a there are three waveforms. They are message channel free so that it can communicate. If it finds the
signal (red), destructive interfering signal (blue) and the channel is unoccupied then only it can start
degraded resulting signal.This shows destructive communication. As 802.11 band is a license free band,
interference may cause data loss during transmission. contention interference is more in cities due to the
Constructive interference which is shown in Fig.2b has an presence of large number of wireless networks in the same
adverse effect on the resulting signal as compared to the vicinity. They have to compete against the neighbor
destructive interference. As seen in Fig.2b constructive nodes to gain access to the limited channel present.
interference causes an amplitude increase on the resulting Besides interference transmission range and interference
signal. Thus it can be observed that both the range are two key parameters which have to be taken into
interferences results in degradation of the signal causing consideration.
data loss. Besides the term interference there are twoimportant

The contention interference cannot be put in the related terms: Transmission range and interference range.
same class as of physical interference though it The Transmission range is the range where the
causesdetrimental effect. CSMA/CD protocol is the transmitted  message  can  be  correctly  received  with
reason for causing contention interference. This protocol high     probability      between      sender  and     receiver
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Fig. 3: Transmission Range and Interference Range

Fig. 4: Intra Flow interference delay. This causes congestion. E.g. in Figure 4, we see the

(interference  free).  Interference  range  can   be   defined reuse of channel 1 on the flow 1 2 and from 2 3. So the
 as the range within which transmission from an interferer path 1 4 3 does not have intra flow interference due to
makes the receiver receives the message incorrectly from the assigning of two different channels between 1 4 and
the sender. The transmission range R is always smaller 4 3. We can say that that 1 4 3 is a better path int

than  the   interference   range  R as  is  visible  from  the comparison to 1 2 3. So a good intra flow awarei

Fig. 3.In the Fig. 3, we can see wireless mesh node 2 is interference matric should assign 1 4 3 a lower weight
transmitting and wireless mesh node 4 is in the than 1 2 3. In other words we can say that a good
interference range of node 2. So when node 2 is routing metric reduces inter flow interference by selecting
transmitting node 4 cannot transmit. non-overlapping channels for adjacent hops of a path.

Fig. 5: Inter Flow interference 

Contention Interference Can Further Be Classified.
Intra Flow Interference: Intra flow interference occurs
due to  the  adjacent nodes on the same routing path.
They compete against each other for channel bandwidth.
This intra flow interference causes throughput to degrade
severely due to the consumption of the flow bandwidth
across each node on the same routing path. The hop
count of the flow increases with an increase in end to end

path 1 2 3 causes intra flow interference because of the
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Inter Flow Interference: Inter flow interference is the the transmissions and receptions of other users.
interference occurring due to the other flows operating on Interference has a direct effect on the reception capability
the same channels and competing for the medium. This is of the users [4]. Multiple access Interference increases
caused by the multiple flows between different routing contention in WMN thereby resulting in an increase of
paths as shown in Figure 5. This not only consumes frame loss ratio. This limitsthe network capacityand
bandwidth of the nodes along its route, it also competes scalability. The interference causes packet loss and bit
for bandwidth with the nodes following in the error. Interference can occur between the links of the same
neighborhood. In comparison to intra flow interference network or can be due to external sources [5].
inter flow interference is harder to control due to the Due to the interference the capacity of WMN is
involvement of multiple flows and routes. In figure 5 we constrained [6]. Researchers have tried to investigate the
see inter flow interference due to the two paths namely impact of interference on WMN through practical
1 4 3 and 5 6 7. A good inter flow aware metric should scenarios such as test bed environment [7] where it was
assign a low weight 1 2 3 then to 1 4 3 as path 1 2 3 found that interference not only degrades the
has less inter flow interference. performance for single path flow but also for multi path

Network Model: We represent Wireless mesh network service could not be delivered as a high percentage of
with n nodes distributed arbitarily by a directed graph. packets were lost.Results from experiments done on the
G=(V,E) 802.11 test-bed,shows that there are non-overlaychannels

Where V is the set of vertices representing nodes of channel assignment method on WMN was proposed
WMN. using minimum spanning tree andchannel assignment

E is the set of directional edges which represent radio Researchers have tried various ways to mitigate the
links between nodes. effects ofinterference  in  wireless  mesh  networks.
d is the distance between nodes j and k and each Various scheduling scheme have been proposed. In [9] aij

node of the WMN is equipped with radio which has schedulingscheme which took into account the sessions
R  as the transmission range traffic load was proposed. In [10] a scheduling schemet

R as the interference range which is the maximum based on network partitioning approach was proposed. Ini

distance from the transmitter and [11] a channel allocation algorithm was proposed which

R >R [12] a MAC protocol was proposedfor resolving channeli t

There exists a link {i,j} between node i and j provided wireless hops in WMNs by considering interference

d  = r   and i  j had proposed ametric that considered the trafficij ij

Thus the link between two neighbour nodes i and j of had proposed another metric and a gateway placement
WMN is represented by the directed edge algorithm for gatewayinterference to tackle the gateway

{i,j}  E interference and assuring faulttolerance issue. In [15] a

A node i can successfully transmit to node j if the multiple multicast sessions was proposed where nodes
following two conditions are met. are equipped with directional antennas to increase the

a)d  = R considering theinterference among wireless nodes wasij t

b)d = r  where n is the neighbour node. created and a load balanced routing scheme waskj ik k

Related Work: The wireless mesh network suffers from channel busy as the load of a node. In [17]an algorithm
some inherentproblems. Interference is  a  key  factor  in was proposedwhich assigned the same channel tothe two
WMNs as the transmissions from one user interferes with links that were within the vicinity of interference range of

flows. Due to interference a high quality video streaming

in wireless transmissions.Based on these results, a

algorithm [8]. 

considered the external interference in an urban area. In

assignments in connections going through multiple

range issue and hidden node problems. In [13] the authors

interference of adjacent nodes whereas in [14] the authors

placement problem which involves reducing link

heuristic algorithm forboth single multicast session and

performance of WMNs.In [16]a traffic load model

proposed based onAODV using the probability of
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each other which were a source of co-channelinterference
resulting in a decrease in network throughput. This
algorithm was based on two-way interference-range edge
coloring. In [18] performance analysis of WMN was done
bymodeling the maximum throughput per celland average
system delay of the backbone and the gateways inthe
WMN. This analysiswas based on a general network
modelwith two key considerations, the random access
mechanismin the MAC and the equivalent queuing
network of thebackbone. Packet arrival distribution and
thepacket departure distribution at the intermediate mesh
routersand gateway nodes separately were
analyzed.Maximumthroughput per cell and the average
packet delivery delay for the backbone of the WMN was
evaluated. The performancestudy of the influence of the
number of forwarding intermediateand gateway nodes on
the system delay at the gateway nodes was based on this
evaluation.

In [19] authors had proposed an efficient discovery Fig. 6: 4x4 Grid Wireless Mesh Network with 4 channel
mechanism to find the best mobile gateway to minimize assignment
the propagation delay and packet loss. We had found that
all of them had limitation in not meeting one or more
criteria. We have proposed a new load balancing
interference aware routing protocol which was based on
ourrouting metric Load Balancing Interference Aware
Routing Metric (LBIARM) [20]. 

Lbiarp Routing Protocol: This protocol is designed by
incorporating ourproposed best route discovery algorithm
inAODV protocol.This protocol finds best route
discovery after tabulating the weights. It selects the route
which has minimum interference, high throughput and low
end to end delay. This protocol has the ability to balance
load with the increase in traffic. 

Performanceevaluation
Simulation  Environment:  The  performance  evaluation
of LBIARP was done by simulating it with OPNET
Modeler  17.1  PL1  against  AODV  WCETT  and AODV
HOP  COUNT.  The  network  topology  as  shown in
Figure  6  wasused  for  simulation.  It  consists  of 16
static mesh routers uniformly randomly placed in a 4 X 4
grid in  an 800 X 800m  area. The average distance2

between  each  pair  of two one hop nodes is the same.
The interference range is set to be approximately equal as
all  mesh  routers are with similar transmission powers.
The source nodes send Constant Bit rate (CBR) traffic
with UDP as transport protocol, consisting of 1024 byte
packets with a sending rate of 20packets/second. The
center mesh router was  selected  as  the  Gateway  node.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Network Scenario Campus Network
Network Grid 800 X 800
Number of Nodes 16
Number of radios 1,2
Number of Channels 4
Packet Size 1024
Interference range 400 m
Traffic Model Constant
Bit rate(CBR)
Transmission Power 10 mW
Queue size at Routers 50 Kbytes
Physical layer protocol PHY 802.11g
CBR sender’s rate 20 packets/sec
Transmission rate at Physical layer 54 Mbits/sec

The value of  was taken as 0.3 for calculation of WCETT
and LBIARP. This value was taken as it was found that
optimum value of WCETT is when  = 0.3.The following
simulation parameters were used (Table 1)

Performance Metrics: For evaluation ofLBIARP the
following metrics were used.

Packet Delivery Ratio: This is the ratio between the
number of data packets successfully received by the
destination node and the total number of data packets
sent by the source node. This metric reflects the degree of
reliability of the routing protocol.
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Fig. 7: Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Number of Flows with a) single radio b) two radio 

End-to-End Delay of Data Packets: This is the delay End to End Delay: Figure 8 a) shows the end to end delay
between the time at which the data packet originated at when a single radio is used. Figure 8 b) shows the end to
the source and the time it reaches the destination and end delay when two radios are used.It is observed that
includes all possible delays caused by queuing for LBIARPoutperforms   AODV   WCETT   and  AODV
transmission at the node, buffering the packet for a HOP-COUNT. This is due to the balancing act of LBIARP
detour, retransmission delay at the MAC layer, which minimizes interference due to the selection of an
propagation delay and transmission delay. This metric optimum route. This route is based on taking into
reflects the quality of routing protocol. consideration less interference path even when there is a

Throughput:  This    is    defined   as   the   amount  of i.e. maximum traffic and maximum contention, the end to
data  that  is  transmitted  through  the  network  per  unit end delay is minimum in LBIARP. AODV HOP-COUNT
time  (i.e.  data  bytes  delivered  to   their   destinations and AODV WCETT do not balancethe traffic flows and
per second). create congestion causing large delay. This delay in

Simulation Results: The results are summarized below with each mesh node. 

Packet Delivery Ratio: Figure 7a) shows the percentage Throughput: Figure 9 a) shows the throughput
of packet delivery ratio between LBIARP,AODV WCETT comparison between AODV HOP-COUNT, AODV
and AODV HOP-COUNT in presence of interfering traffic WCETT and LBIARP when a single radio is used. Figure
arising from the interfering nodes when a single radio is 9 b) shows the throughput comparison between AODV
used. Figure 7 b) shows the percentage of packet delivery HOP-COUNT, AODV WCETT and LBIARPwhen two
ratio between LBIARP, AODV WCETT and AODV HOP- radios are used. Figure 9 shows that the throughput in
COUNT in presence of interfering traffic arising from the LBIARP is greater because the other two metrics creates
interfering nodes when two radios are used. From congestion areas. At each hop there is a delay of data
Figure7We observe that with the increase in flows, packets. LBIARP creates quality links with fewer delays
contention increases.With an increase of interference,the which are less loaded. The quality links are created after
packet loss ratio of all the above metrics also increased. It it captures the interfering traffic when it computes the
is observed that LBIARPperforms better than AODV weights between the different links and choosing those
WCETT and AODV HOP COUNT. LBIARP packet links only which are least affected by interfering nodes.
delivery ratio increases from 60 percent to 98 percent AODV WCETT and AODV HOP-COUNT performs poorly
when numbers of radios are increased to two. This implies as they  assume  that there is less traffic in the network.
that with this LBIARP is able to balance the increase in It is also observed that using multi radio enhances the
load. throughput.

varying traffic load.Even when the flows are maximum (25)

LBIARPis further decreased when two radios are used
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Fig. 8: End to End Delay vs. Number of Flowswith a) single radio b) two radio 

Fig. 9: Throughput (average) vs. Number of Flowswith a) single radio b) two radio
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